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Looking Toward the End of the Season
The leaves are mostly turned, the apples are mostly picked, and we at Bayfield Apple Company are looking toward the end of the season. While Applefest did not happen this year,
our Applefest boxes were a hit and business at our orchard store remains strong. Certainly
not a record year, but still producing great tasting products!
The typical getting ready for winter tasks are being done, slowly. Running gas out of equipment, draining pumps and sprayers & coiling up hoses are mundane tasks that we are
working on leisurely when it is nice and sunny. Still, once we get that stiff breeze and water
starts to freeze in the pig dishes overnight, we KNOW winter waits for no one. After last
year’s instant winter with a near blizzard to start the season, we want to have our ducks in
a row and have the place cleaned up so any surprise snowfall doesn’t catch us too far off
guard.

One of our next tasks is to get garlic planted. Last year we started planting a German
Hardneck garlic variety that did very well in our fluffy, sandy soil. We are saving the largest of it for replanting; the idea is that by saving the best it adapts to our climate and each
succeeding year does better. The patch we are putting it on had a cover crop sown about
60 days ago of various cowpeas and beans, and that has been tilled back into the soil to
provide organic matter and fix nitrogen. We grow this organically, so we spread compost
and lime on the ground so it has the higher pH garlic likes and the nutrients that flow
through into the rich flavor. The garlic cloves will be planted in a week or so, and then
heavily mulched with straw. This allows the roots to slowly grow underground over the
winter and then poke up in early spring as the snow fades away. Now, who wants to help
stick a couple thousand cloves in the ground? :)

-Dave, Karra, Kaleb & Laura
The Bayfield Apple Crew
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To all of our Summer
Fruit Box customers THANK YOU for a
great season!

